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Advanced Micrographics LLC introduces A Gold and Crystal Pendant containing the Entire
Bible

Advanced Micrographics LLC introduces The Golden Bible Entire Bible Pendant™, a fine jewelry pendant
containing the entire Bible. The pendant is made of crystal with the text of the Old and New Testaments
micro-engraved around a Cross.

Aug. 23, 2007 - PRLog -- Boxford, MA – Advanced Micrographics LLC introduces The Golden Bible
Entire Bible Pendant™, a fine jewelry pendant containing the entire Bible.  The pendant is made of crystal
with the text of the Old and New Testaments micro-engraved around a Cross.  The crystal with the Bible
and Cross is mounted in a 14k gold necklace.  The pendant contains over 4 million letters in 788,280 words
and is made using advanced integrated circuit technology.  More details can be found at
http://www.goldenbible.com.

People of all denominations will be pleased with this extraordinary Golden Bible Pendant as a beautiful
statement of their faith.  The Entire Bible Pendant is a unique way of showing devotion.  Light that passes
through the crystal silhouettes the words of the Bible and the image of the Cross on the wearer’s skin.  

The Golden Bible Entire Bible Pendant™ is the smallest printing of the Old and New Testaments available
today.  “To the best of our knowledge, the Golden Bible Entire Bible Pendant is the only product of its
kind”, said David R. Day, co-owner of Advanced Micrographics LLC.

# # #

Advanced Micrographics LLC is a small private technology firm headquartered in the Commonwealth of
Massachusetts.  Founded in 2005, it focuses on the application of semiconductor fabrication technology to
non-traditional products and markets.

Website: www.goldenbible.com
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